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Focus Children’s Thinking to Increase Learning and Decrease Frustration 

 
 

 1.  When planning your teaching, decide what students should think about. Sometimes tell them 
what to think about before you read the paragraph, share a story, watch a DVD, or 
demonstrate an experiment. When you consistently ask the same questions about each thing 
to think about or comprehension subskill, you teach students how to think about each one: 

 
 Categories to think about: 
  Person   Illustration  Reason/Rationale  Fact 
  People Group   Example  Method/Process  Opinion 
  Event   Object/Thing  Thought   Purpose 
  Problem   Place/Setting  Emotion      Author 
  Solution  Time   Idea    Source 
  
 Comprehension subskills: 
  Main Idea  Sequence  Comparison/Contrast 
  Detail   Vocabulary  Cause/Effect 
     
     
 
2.  When planning your teaching, decide what students should think for and carefully and 

strategically use appropriate thinking verbs. Consistently using the same ones and teaching 
students how and why to think in these specific ways makes a difference. Make sure to 
consider the 8 smarts: word, logic, picture, music, body, nature, people, and self. For example: 

 
  agree   diagram  judge    relate 

analyze  disagree  justify   reorganize 
apply    discuss  label   restate 
chose   distinguish  list   review 
classify  evaluate  modify   select 
combine  examine  name   sequence 
compare  explain  outline   show 
condense  extend  paraphrase  simplify 
contrast  find   ponder  solve 
create   formulate  predict  speculate 
decide   generalize  prioritize  state 
defend  give cause/effect produce  summarize 
define   give an example prove   support 
demonstrate  identify  react   synthesize 
describe  illustrate  rearrange  trace  
design   infer   record   transfer 
determine  interpret  reflect   use 
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3. Help your students decide what they can think with. Then discuss the material using these 

“things.” 
 

new knowledge  ideas   illustrations/examples 
old knowledge  opinions  observations 
facts    emotions   experiences  

 
 
 
 
 
4. Involve your students in deciding what sources of relevant information can be used and teach 

them why each source is valuable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Four-Column Planning 
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God/the Bible  friends/peers pictures 
parents textbooks library Books 
siblings newspapers/magazines Internet/websites 
other relatives 
teachers 

Blogs 
DVDs/videos/audios 

Demonstrations 
experiences/activities 

professionals television shows/movies lectures (live, online, Ted 
 Talks, etc.) 

   
   
   


